
AMERICAN P9NUP

American Pinup emerged from the suburban sprawl of Westchester County, New York in 2010 to offer a 
rousing blend of punk rock and powerpop with seasoned songwriting at its core. Thoughtfully arranged 
compositions and lyrical depth bolster the band’s radio-ready, exuberant indie rock sound. Fronted by Lauren 
West, who unites sultry, melodic crooning with a raspy, rock and roll growl, the band draws on influences from 
across the spectrum of alternative music, creating an explosive mixture of pop-savvy melody and punk rock 
attitude. The result is the perfect marriage of hook and edge. 

Following two full-length albums and two EPs, multiple nation-wide tours, and countless appearances at 
festivals such as Vans Warped Tour, The Fest, and SXSW since their arrival on the scene, American Pinup has 
carved out their own niche in the world of independent music. A tireless, DIY work ethic paired with 
undeniably infectious tracks and electrifying live shows has propelled the quartet from obscurity to earning a 
coveted place on the Alternative Press list of “100 Bands You Need To Know” in 2014. 

American Pinup will be hitting the road again this fall in support of their new release The Radio EP. 

I facebook.com/americanpinup   L @americanpinupgram   R youtube.com/americanpinupband



PRESS
“Change Machine is full of songs that could stay with you if you let them in. Remember 

when pop wasn’t a dirty word and a band like Blondie was catchy, but also dared to 
examine experimental rock as well? American Pinup write songs with depth, heart, and a 

direct link to punk rock.” 
Morgan Evans - New Noise Magazine

—————————————————————————

“[Lauren West] has quickly become one of the most captivating frontwomen in the biz.” 
Amy Wright - AMP Magazine

—————————————————————————
“American Pinup run through a multitude of rock genres in their quest to expand their 

sound… The peppy quartet have no problem being music shape-shifters… ‘A New 
America’… [is] a sing-along folk-punk song with ample amounts of swagger and heart.” 

ONE HUNDRED Bands You Need To Know - Alternative Press
—————————————————————————

“[I]t is a sure bet that if you have not yet heard of American Pinup you soon will. It’s also 
a good bet that front gal Lauren West may just become the voice of the new decade.” 

Brian Shea - AMP Magazine
—————————————————————————

“[T]his band is the real deal all the way… This live take sounds every bit as good as the 
studio version. And it's very clear that Lauren West's powerhouse voice requires no 

technological enhancement! I should add that the lyrics to this song completely blew my 
mind. If one of the major objectives of [The Prava Sessions] is to feature bands with 

actual talent, then American Pinup is a perfect fit.” 
Lord Rutledge – Faster and Louder – Review: American Pinup, “The Prava Sessions”
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CONTACT
contact@americanpinup.net 
914-815-3185 

J @american_pinup

LINKS
WEBSITE www.americanpinup.net 

MUSIC americanpinup.bandcamp.com 
LIVE VIDEO youtu.be/DTYNsNPjaZ4 
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